When we are out of reality we become Satan
Prabhakar C

Bipolarity of man is well reflected in this statement, where one
side of it is divinity and the other side of it is solid individualism. The
true quest of a man is to touch divinity, for that he/she adopts religion
as the stepping stone to start with in the journey towards satisfying
that quench. Soon he finds the religion is spanning a wide spectrum
wherein one end the idea of greatest is understood while at the other
end grossness with adverse beliefs (aka. Superstitions) is evident
where the majority are gravitated towards. And hence realises soon
that it is tough to tread the path with the means adopted.

When the individual mind is nurtured that is when we begin to
display ourselves in terms of prejudice, anger, desires, passion etc
which in turn cause more and more impressions of that sort to
form/strengthen. As a result we will be moving far away from the
objective, thereby nurturing the Satanic behavoiurs(devilisation) of
the self. That means to say we go on imbibing that which is not in
consonance with reality, as our Mater said we become satan when
we are out of reality.

Hence our Master puts the real transformation that is
required is from devilisation of the self to divinisation. For that
transformation

our

Master

has

presented

us

various

meditational practices under the system of Pranahuti Aided
Meditation. Also our Master's commandments really provide us

the

mechanism

to

assess

our

journey

towards

this

transformation. Another aspect that will help us to get firm and
steady on the path is to understand & interpret the experiences
felt during meditation correctly and try to remain in that feeling
as long as we can, in other words owning up the condition.
When this happens the satanic behaviours gets weakened there
by stregthening the pious behaviours, which means to say we
have slowly started moving towards our objective of divinisation
of self.

